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[Verse 1]
Disagree with each other only to make up,
playin' records so loud, waking the neighbours up
gettin' tough with the cops until I'm hand-cuffed,
all remind me of you

the [...]'s playin' the night, while I fall asleep,
holdin' lines from a song, actin' like I'm deep,
deepest little secrets, I will always keep
just to remember you

amusement park in the summer, enjoying every ride
laughin' so much of jokes, it wakes the kid inside
your face appears in my mind, every time I lie
it takes me back to you

in the thick of it, I try to listen to
but every time I do, it draws a tear or two
[...], can't even stomach now,
cause I'm reminded of you
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[chorus]
Hey lady i've been going crazy, cause I can't get you
off of my mind,
no matter how hard I try, I often go back to where we
used to be
hey lady you're taking too much space now, i've gotta
find a way to leave you behind,
no matter how hard I try, I'm still reminded of when you
where with me

[Verse 2]
half the truth is just a lie, let me dot the eyes
I remember this too
jealous rages from the 'both learning how to love',
fuss and cuss each other out just because, baby
major fights [...], I'm reminded of you
break up, kiss and make up, then war again,
I recall above it all: you where my best friend
A glass of key royale, can't even stand the smell
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It reminds me of you

[chorus] (2X)
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